SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
Designing for Today, Designing for the Future

The materials held in special collections have intrinsic value
representing the history, mission, and aspirations of an
organization, institution, or community. While in the past
these collections existed largely for scholarly research, there
is a growing emphasis on sharing them more widely through
exhibitions, programming, and events.
Ann Beha Architects has provided planning and design
services for more than forty libraries. Some are dedicated
solely to special collections and others have special
collections as a subset of general or academic collections.
These libraries include the Massachusetts Historical Society,
Boston Athenaeum, Houghton Library at Harvard University,
John Carter Brown Library at Brown University, Philip Roth
Personal Library at Newark Public Library, Newberry Library
in Chicago, John M. Olin Library at Washington University
in St. Louis, the Huntington Library in San Marino, and
the Grolier Club in New York. Championing curiosity and
increasing engagement with materials that capture the
many ways people have expressed ideas throughout history
have been consistent and major goals for all.
Working with special collections libraries has given us insight
into the opportunities and challenges of designing for their
very specific storage, exhibition, education, and workspace
needs. We have renovated existing spaces and created new
ones to provide exhibition and programming opportunities
based on the specific collections content of each.
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COLLECTIONS CONTENT
While most special collections are typically paper-based – analog
materials such as rare books, manuscripts, and photographs – they can
include artwork, furniture, and artifacts. Some special collections also
include separate archival collections – letters, reports, memos, and
other primary source material – that record the evolution of an entity,
public or private.
While items in special collections may be reproduced as digital
surrogates, the originals always need to be stored and conserved.
Furthermore, special collections are added to over time with more
original items. They are among the few library collections physically
growing today, demanding additional and distinct space for storage that
is climate controlled and secure. If they need to be physically accessible
for research purposes, they require dedicated secure settings where their
use can be monitored and controlled. Often the selected contents of
special collections can best be shared through introductory exhibitions in
the most visible and public areas of libraries.

BOWDOIN COLLEGE, HAWTHORNE-LONGFELLOW LIBRARY
The Hawthorne-Longfellow Library’s Special Collections & Archives include the papers of
alumni Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and Senator George J. Mitchell. ABA’s design created
a new center within this academic library with a display area, reading room, offices, and
collections storage.

BROWN UNIVERSITY, JOHN CARTER BROWN LIBRARY
ABA’s design for the John Carter Brown Library creates a new glass-fronted entrance lobby with the
provision for introductory digital imagery. The reworking of interior connections between the building’s
historic spaces simplifies wayfinding and access to collections and program areas.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY, HOUGHTON LIBRARY
The renewed reading room of Harvard University’s Houghton Library is separated from registration and collaborative meeting spaces by a full height glass partition, allowing different types
of engagement with collections while library staff can oversee all reading room operations.

DESIGNING FOR CHANGE
While our designs for special collections solve immediate problems
and predict future needs, they also create a certain level of elasticity
to support evolving opportunities and unforeseeable challenges. When
planning for a special collection we seek to unite librarians, archivists,
and a broad range of users and patrons around a shared vision — drawing
on the strengths of all to produce a road map aligned with available or
predicted resources. We then develop design options that are vetted with
library clients, leading to a shared comprehensive design direction that
can serve well into the future.
The analysis of space program and space adjacencies is a critical part of
creating a nimble, flexible special collections library that can absorb the
physical space requirements of expanding collections. Careful analysis
of collection needs offers a chance to envision and explore specific
requirements, supported by collaboration and statistical analysis.
Interviews, workshops, data collection, facilities analysis, benchmarking,

prototypes, and comparisons with peer institutions lay the groundwork
for holistic planning.
During the planning process, strategies for the curation and breadth
of access to digital collections are developed. The accommodation of
digital surrogates of analog items in a library’s collection, as well as born
digital items created by a library, are all part of technology strategies that
accompany the planning process.
The planning process can also help identify potential audiences
and fundraising opportunities. Renderings and other graphics can
communicate the energy and excitement about the future to library
communities. These can be further developed as digital animations,
presenting walk-throughs of spaces that further detail the essence of
proposed design.

PHILLIPS ACADEMY ANDOVER, OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES LIBRARY
The lower level of the renovated Oliver Wendell Holmes Library combines the library’s collection of books published by alumni with touch-screen digital access to these and other
collections. Adjacent ideation space supports individual and collaborative work.

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IN ST. LOUIS, JOHN M. OLIN LIBRARY
A four-story circular tower inserted in an existing atrium of Olin Library provides expanded
opportunities for exhibiting collections, adjacent to a café and other highly trafficked areas
of the library.

NEWARK PUBLIC LIBRARY, PHILIP ROTH PERSONAL LIBRARY
“This beautiful space, thoughtfully designed by Ann Beha Architects and the entire team, encourages exploration and fresh thinking.
Programming developed specifically for the Philip Roth Personal Library will examine different perspectives, challenge norms and
provide insights into how literature often reflects or predicts current realities, much as Roth did through his novels.”
— Joslyn Bowling Dixon, Director, Newark Public Library

ENGAGING WITH COLLECTIONS
Reaching a broader audience is an increasingly important consideration
for libraries of all sizes. The initiative of the 14th Librarian of Congress,
Carla Hayden, to “open up the treasure chest” through digitizing the
vast collections of our nation’s library sets a high bar for access and
connectivity.
While digitization is a critical part of sharing collections with a broader
public, there rightly remains an emphasis on the original object. Scholars
depend on access to primary resources — the original items. Collectionsbased design interventions can create more opportunities for the
interpretation of collection objects allowing visitors to experience and
engage with them, whether in specifically designed exhibition cases or in
controlled settings supervised by collections staff. Dedicated collections
viewing and teaching areas offer librarians a multi-prong approach to
making materials even more accessible.

In concert with other democratizing initiatives such as public
programming, the creation of open and transparent rooms conveys
a sense of welcome and helps surmount the reputation of special
collections as elitist. This transparency can be expressed literally
with expansive glass partitions and windows. It can also be defined
symbolically through clarity of wayfinding, a high level of human comfort,
and compelling object presentation.
With rare materials no longer hidden away, welcoming public spaces
that have open sight lines and clear organization can demystify access
to collections, whether for research or for enjoyment. Combined with
thoughtfully-arranged workspace that supports research, cataloguing,
conservation, and human interaction, new reading rooms and galleries
can promote expanded public programming.

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IN ST. LOUIS, JOHN M. OLIN LIBRARY
A 75-foot-long continuous display case lines “Main Street,” a new campus connector running through the library, offering both passersby and library patrons a convenient opportunity to
connect with changing selections from the library’s extensive special collections. An adjacent alcove presents a 1776 Southwick broadside of the Declaration of Independence.

NEWBERRY LIBRARY
The main lobby of the Newberry Lobby connects directly to a new thematic galley,
providing clear visitor wayfinding and easy access to changing exhibitions.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY, HOUGHTON LIBRARY
A refreshed and reconfigured lobby, with restored finishes and new climate-controlled exhibition cases, greets the Houghton
visitor. Open sight lines clarify circulation and invite further exploration of the library and its collections, while controlled
natural light provides a reassuring connection to the outside world.

ARCHITECTURE AS
ARTIFACT
One of the most significant objects in a library’s collection may be its
building. Both inside and out, the building can provide a consistency
with the library’s story, or more broadly, the campus or city story. The
visual language of architecture as a universal concept teaches us about
who we are and today, teaches us about diversity. At ABA we design to
preserve the unique qualities of setting and a building’s place in history,
maintaining architectural character while meeting the needs of the future
in terms of access, technology, climate control, and sustainability.
Heritage buildings present unique challenges, particularly when it comes
to exhibition and sharing of light-sensitive or fragile materials. Display
requires a delicate balance between the needs of collection protection,
the desire to share exciting materials, and the character of the building.
Drawing on the architectural setting can create unique and memorable
places to experience objects, amplifying their specific characteristics and
using them to communicate values, aspirations, and community.

NEWBERRY LIBRARY

MARY BAKER EDDY LIBRARY, MAPPARIUM

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY

CAMBRIDGE PUBLIC LIBRARY

MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON, CENTER FOR NETHERLANDISH ART
Drawing on a core collection of 25,000 books, the Center for Netherlandish Art creates a new academic center for the MFA,
for multidisciplinary research and object-based learning opportunities related to 17th century Dutch and Flemish art.

COLLECTIONS CARE
No special collections library is precisely like the next, and this is
particularly true when it comes to storage needs. The diversity of objects,
media types, levels of fragility, conservation and preservation practices,
and accessibility requirements prompt a customized planning and design
approach. Climate control requirements for library special collections
differ from those of a museum, as they are largely paper-driven, and then
further specialized by medium and zoned accordingly. Storage designs
respond to the nature of medium — ranging from organic material to
digital archives — and are different for every library.
Levels of acceptable risk mitigation must also be considered in library
design, whether in terms of security and theft, or protection from hazards
such as fire and flood. Specialized equipment for imaging, digitizing,
processing, and accessing of collections not only takes up space, but
generates latent heat and noise — realities to be carefully planned for,
especially in the design of reading and workplace areas. A comprehensive
planning process can help libraries achieve the right balance between
risk protection and the maximization of accessibility, interpretation,
exhibition options, and integration with architectural envelope.

PHILLIPS EXETER ACADEMY, CLASS OF 1945 LIBRARY
ABA renovated a below-grade space in the modernist library designed by Louis Kahn
to create a well-lit area for storing and consulting the academy’s archival material and
extensive special collections.
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NEWBERRY LIBRARY

BOSTON ATHENÆUM, LEVENTHAL ROOM
The expansion of the Boston Athenaeum will create a new gallery, curatorial studio, children’s library, and member spaces fitted out with climate-controlled display cases for changing
exhibitions drawn from the Athenaeum’s broad range of rare books and printed materials.
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Custom exhibition cases almost doubled display space in the club’s exhibition hall. Unobstructed glass fronts that swing open a full 90 degrees and integrated storage
drawers offer easy access to case interiors and stored supplies. Within the cases, remote-controlled LED lighting ensures that objects and didactic labels are legible.
Inlaid bronze strips offer a discreet reminder to visitors to maintain a safe distance from the case fronts.

COLLECTIONS FORWARD
Placing special collections at the forefront of library design is a
commitment to the audiences of today and of tomorrow. Foregrounding
these unique materials in transparent and open reading rooms, or along
building circulation routes that draw in foot traffic, create opportunities
for both deliberate and serendipitous engagement with curated
materials. Our designs have included new on-site storage, allowing our
clients to bring collections back from off-site storage, and to subsequently
make them visible in ways that ensure they are mixed in with the life of
the buildings in which they are housed. Easily accessible, highly visible
collections can shape curricula, supporting the development of new
classes and programs. Exposing students of all ages to special collections
helps cultivate the next generation of librarians, archivists, and curators,
nurturing a concern for and excitement about our past.

PHILLIPS ACADEMY ANDOVER, OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES LIBRARY, SPECIAL COLLECTIONS NEXT TO CHILDREN'S AREA

NEWARK PUBLIC LIBRARY, PHILIP ROTH PERSONAL LIBRARY

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IN ST. LOUIS, JOHN M. OLIN LIBRARY

OLIN LIBRARY, 1776 BROADSIDE OF THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

The new Center for Exploration combines GIS and digital visualization studios with collectionsimmersive study spaces. Currently on display is a volume of the 1665 Blaeu Atlas.
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Themes outlined in the previous pages have guided our designs
and resulted from close collaboration with librarians, archivists,
and curators – we have great appreciation for their expertise.
ABA continues to help libraries build and diversify their
audiences with designs that create welcoming arrival
experiences, clear orientation and wayfinding, visible access
to collections, and transparent, efficient, and secure research
settings. Ongoing projects with special collections include the
renovation and expansion of the Peterborough Town Library in
New Hampshire, the Blumenthal Family Library at New England
Conservatory of Music, the Burke Library at Hamilton College,
the William Morris Hunt Library at the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston, and additional work with the special library collections
of the Massachusetts Historical Society, Newark Public Library,
and Instituto Internacional in Madrid.
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